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Modelling Social Evolution
Can sharing valuable information 

be adaptive?
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Science as an 
Evolutionary Process

• Gradient ascent towards better explanation.

• Requires variation, selection & transmission

• Improving any of these accelerates 
progress.

• Transmission (saving ‘good tricks’) is at least 
as important as innovation.



Simulations as Science

• A simulation is a hypothesis like any other.

• Thesis / model specified so completely it 
can be run on a computer.

• Consequences of model assessed by 
sampling.

• Model behaviour compared to target 
system’s using standard hypothesis 
testing. Joanna J. Bryson, Yasushi Ando and Hagen Lehmann “Agent-based 

modelling as scientificmethod: a case study analysing primate social 
behaviour”, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society,
B — Biology, 362(1485):1685–1698, September 2007.



Simulations as Good 
Science

• The output of a model is not data about 
the world! 

• ‘Data’ about the hypothesis.

• Predictions from the hypothesis.

• Simulations cannot replace studies of 
natural systems.

• Must be evaluated by comparison to data.



Why Use Simulations?

“[B]ecause our brains aren’t big enough to 
understand all the consequences of our 
theories.” – Kokko (2007), Modelling for 
Field Biologists, CUP.

• Demonstrate that a theory is coherent / 
sufficient explanation.

• Discover unexpected consequences:  
predictions.



Science from Simulation

• Gradient ascent towards better explanation.

• Requires variation, selection & transmission

• Improves selection by demonstrating 
soundness, making predictions.

• Improves transmission:  can be 
communicated verbatim between 
laboratories via the Web.
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Why not socialise?

• Disease & parasites.

• Competition for food, shelter, mates.

• Time spent maintaining social structure.



Traditional Explanation
(Galton 1871, Hamilton 1973)
• Aggregation 

as a form of  
cover 
seeking.
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Why not socialise?

• Disease & parasites.

• Competition for food, shelter, mates.

• Time spent maintaining social structure.



Traditional Explanation
(Galton 1871, Hamilton 1973)

• Aggregation 
as a form of  
cover seeking?

• Aren’t 
predators a 
form of 
parasite?



Alternative Explanation

• Hypothesis:  
Animals 
aggregate to 
share / exploit 
information.  

• Threats, 
Opportunities, 
Behaviour. photo:  Petra Kaczensky



Animal Cultures

• Hypothesis:  Animals aggregate to share / 
exploit information.  Culture is adaptive.

• Culture [def]:  Behaviour acquired from 
others by non-genetic means (Richerson & 
Boyd 2005; Bryson 2008, 2009).

• Neo-diffusionist perspective — cultural 
diffusion of adaptive behaviours more 
likely than neutral or negative traits 
(Kashima 2008).



• If every agent has a 1% chance of 
discovering a skill in its lifetime (e.g. 
making yogurt), & there are 2000 
agents, then at any instant some 
agents probably have that skill.

• If it is easier to learn the skill from a 
knowledgeable agent than by 
discovery, then there is selective 
pressure for culture.

• Inclusive fitness   c < b × r   
(Hamilton 1964; West et al 2007,11).

A Computational Advantage
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Culture in non-
human primates

Chimpanzees (Whiten, 
Goodall, McGew, 
Nishida, Reynolds, 
Sugiyama, Tutin, 
Wrangham, & Boesch 
1999, p . 684).

Macaques (de Waal & 
Johanowicz 1993); 
Capuchins (Perry et al 
2003); Orangutans (van 
Schaik et al 2003).



Culture in non-
human primates

Chimpanzees (video 
from Whiten) Goodall, 
McGew, Nishida, 
Reynolds, Sugiyama, 
Tutin, Wrangham, & 
Boesch 1999, p . 684).

Macaques (de Waal & 
Johanowicz 1993); 
Capuchins (Perry et al 
2003); Orangutans (van 
Schaik et al 2003).



Solitary Tortoises Use 
Culture if It’s Available
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Social Learning in a Non-Social Tortoise
Anna Wilkinson, Karin Künstner 

Julia Müller& Ludwig Huber 2010.



MGEs: e.g. Phages & Plasmids

22
Images	 from	 Bharat	 Kumar	 Chimanlal	 Patel‘Books’?

One on One ‘speech’?

Even Bacteria Share Info



Mobile Genetic 
Elements (MGEs)

• Traditionally seen as parasites on a cell’s 
reproductive capacity.

• Provide information for defence against 
environmental toxins e.g. heavy metals, 
antibiotics.

• Regulate extent of public goods production 
‘altruism’. 

Nogueira et al. (2009) Current Biology
Rankin et al. (2010) Heredity



Selection for Culture
Čače & Bryson (2005 AISB, 2007 Springer), 
Bryson EoL (2006), Bryson, Lowe, Bilovich & 
Čače (under revision)

• Environment

• Agents’ Attributes

• Agents’ Behavior

• Results & Analysis



Environment

• Torus-shaped space (surface of a donut).

• Discrete patches of food, but agent’s 
location is continuous.

• N types of food, N-1 of which require 
special knowledge for eating.

• The one easy food is also the most 
common; exists in fixed proportion.

• Communication is about food processing.

NetLogo



Attributes of the Agents

• Species:  either talker (altruist) or silent 
(free-rider.)  Permanent, inherited.

• Location: x, y.   Age: 0-MaxAge cycles.

• Energy level:  moving & breeding costs, 
eating gains, born with 20% of parent’s.

• Knowledge: 5% discover 1 thing, all may 
overhear.  Maximum N things known.



How the Agents Behave

• If possible, eat food from present location

• Food regrows slowly; max one type of food in 
each place, may not know how to eat it.

• If you have enough energy, reproduce (lose 20% 
of energy to offspring, share location & species).  

• If no energy or too old, die.  

• Age, lose energy & move in a random direction.

• If talker, speak.  Everyone near listens & learns.



Basic Results:  Altruists & Knowledge
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Note:  cultural accumulation!



1:8 (top) vs. 1:16 plants “special”; 32 trials each
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Cost (in energy [ reproduction) 

talker (altruist) silent (free-rider)
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Knowledge (average & standard deviation)

talker (altruist) silent (free-rider)
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Summary of Results

• It is adaptive though costly to share food-
processing behaviour.

• A Simpson’s Paradox resolved by proximity 
to similar individuals: determines knowledge.

• Unlimited motion or transmission 
eliminate this effect, but these are also 
totally unrealistic.

viscosity



Evolving Altruism Does 
Not Require

• Punishment,

• Tagging / kin recognition,

• Explicit multi-level structure,

• Hard boundaries between groups,

• Memory of individuals / tit for tat.
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• What limits the size of 
culture?

• Why don’t tortoises have 
laptops?

Biological tradeoffs determine amount of information 
transmittable per generation.

Cultural evolution determines quality of information.



The Size of a Culture

The amount of information that can be transmitted 
between generations

+
Innovation



• The longer you live & faster you share the more 
society knows & the faster sharing fixates.

• The denser the society / higher the carrying 
capacity of the environment, the more society 
knows & the faster sharing fixates.

• The more food that can’t be exploited without 
knowledge, the faster sharing fixates.

Trade-Offs Increasing 
the Size of Culture

Bryson, Lowe, Bilovich & Čače (under revision)



Max lifespan 40 versus 50 cycles
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Note also more knowledge when higher 
proportion of altruists / density of speakers.

➨
➨

Longer life increases cultural accumulation & 
selective pressure for culture.



Big brains correlate w/ long life, slow 
maturation, big size & sparseness.

a, b Barrickman, Bastian, Isler & van 
Schaik (2008):  y axes are residuals.
c Brown, Gillooly, Allen, Savage & 

West (2004)

a

c

b



Tradeoffs

• One we know:

• Lifespan correlates with size.  Size trades 
off against population density.

• One I suspect:

• Lifespan trades off against biological 
evolution (competing with offspring, 
temporal aspects of Baldwin effect). 



Why are humans special?
(Bryson 2008, 2009,2010)

• Humans are the only primate species capable 
of precise vocal imitation (Fitch 2000; 2007). 

• Communicates lots of information, including 
volume, pitch, timbre and time.

• Allows redundant encoding to preserve 
important details while others can mutate   
⇒ cultural evolution.

Joanna J. Bryson “Representations Underlying Social Learning 
and Cultural Evolution” Interaction Studies, 10(1):77–100, 
March 2009.



Cultural Evolution

• The size of culture is limited by biological 
constraints — a system of tradeoffs.

• These change relatively slowly, though 
they do (co)evolve.

• The extent — of culture, the amount of 
information / behaviour it contains, increases 
as representations become more efficient 
(Kirby 1999, Bryson 2010).

Joanna J. Bryson, “Cultural Ratcheting Results Primarily from 
Semantic Compression”, in Proceedings of the Evolution of 
Language 2010,  Smith et al (eds.), World Scientific, pp. 50–57,
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Summary So Far

• Altruistic communication of adaptive 
behaviour evolves easily.

• Cognitive species have significant selective 
pressure to exploit the learning of others.

• Human exceptionality is due to being apes 
with temporally-precise imitation and 
therefore true cultural evolution.
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Conservation 
Consequences

(work with Grove 
& Kaczensky)

(work with 
J Lehmann)

If information 
sharing is part of a 
species’ adaptive 
repertoire, then 
populations may 
collapse even in 
numbers sufficient 
for genetic 
sustainability. 



What Are Groups For?

• Not all cognitive species do 
form discrete groups.

• Alpine ravens, Mongolian 
asses form networks.

• But chimps & spider 
monkeys form discrete 
groups with cultures within 
fixed territories, fission-
fusion within it.

Work with Daniel 
Taylor (AmonI),

Dr. Julia Lehmann 
(Roehampton).



Human 
Cultural 

Variation in  
Anti-Social 
Punishment

• Reliably high levels of altruistic punishment are 
thought to explain human cooperation (Boyd 2006).

• But some cultures invest heavily in anti-social 
punishment (Hermann, Thöni & Gächter 2008)



Ongoing with Benedikt Herrmann (Nottingham), 
Karolina Sylwester & Simon Powers (AmonI).



Thanks!
 Ivana Čače

 Avri 
Bilovich

Anna 
Wilkinson

Will 
Lowe

Sam 
Brown

Artificial Models of Natural 
Intelligence (more):
Marios Richards
James Mitchell
Gideon Gluckman
Dominic Mitchell
Bidan Huang

Konrad Lorenz Institute for Evolution & 
Cognition Research

The Nuffield Foundation
US Air Force Office of Scientific Research
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Darwinian Evolution

• Change over time resulting in diversity.

• Requires variation, selection & transmission.

• What is transmitted is the replicator.

• The unit of selection is the vehicle (or 
interactor.)

• In the current ecology, most vehicles are 
composed of many, many replicators. 



Multi-Level Selection
(different interactors)

ha ha

rats

Gene itself

Organism

ha harats

rats
ha ha

Group



Memetics
• Dawkins (1976) pointed out that genes are 

not necessarily the only replicators.

• Title “Selfish Gene” & attack on group 
selection lead to over-reaction against 
belief in the adaptiveness of altruism.

• Blackmore (1999) emphasised ideas 
constructing their own agency e.g. human 
consciousness, with interests not 
necessarily aligned to hosts’.



Inclusive Fitness & 
Selection for Altruism

• Altruism is defined as paying a cost for the benefit 
of others.

• Altruism is adaptive so long as                           
cost < benefit × relatedness  (Hamilton 1964)

• An isolated individual with a trait for altruism is at 
a disadvantage, but maladaptive traits can spread 
through drift or when the environment is below 
carrying capacity (Alizon & Taylor 2008). 

Joanna J. Bryson, Will Lowe, Avri Bilovich and Ivana Čače, “Factors determining the 
extent of a species' reliance on socially-acquired behaviour”, under revision.



Culture Through 
Viscosity

• Simpson’s Paradox:  explained by probability 
of proximity to others with the same trait.

• Important that the altruistic trait raises the 
carrying capacity of the environment locally 
(Mitteldorf & Wilson 2000).

• Unlimited motion or transmission eliminate 
the effect, but are also totally unrealistic.



Hypothesis

• The size of our culture is determined by life-
history tradeoffs, but it’s extent increases due 
to selection on what gets transmitted – 
memetic evolution (Bryson 2010).

• Biological models of orthogonal, 
interdependent replicator systems exist 
(Bryson & Brown presentation).



Bacterial cooperation….. 

Microbes produce a 
diverse array of 
environment-changing 
public goods, to access – 

Most cooperative traits coded by mobile genetic elements.

(eg. exoenzymes)

nutrients

(eg. biofilms)

shelter

(eg. bacteriocins)

defence
information

(eg. quorum sensing molecules)



Bacteria are full of mobile genetic elements (MGA) or ‘molecular parasites’
	
 e.g plasmids (communicated by contact), phages (infect like viruses), etc

Further, the monitoring or controlling of others’ altruistic investment may be done 
with MGAs

Mobile genes

Jeff Smith (2001) Proc. R. Soc. B. 

plasmid-borne social traits rescue populations from cheats 
	




Gene mobility shapes relatedness

Mobile genes have higher R (relatedness), thus increase it in their hosts 
and therefore are likely to code cooperative traits.

Benefits more likely to return to gene-copies in neighbouring cells 
regardless of species; higher inclusive fitness for replicator from 
cooperating. Nogueira et al. (2009) Current Biology

Rankin et al. (2010) Heredity
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Static chromosomal genes 
(locally heterogenous)

Infectious MGEs 
(locally homogenous)Different parts of genome 

experience different 
population genetic 
structure.


